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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Yoga Dogs!
Featuring the whimsical photography and digital talent of
Dan Borris, the Yoga Dogs deck is a wonderfully unique set
of 44 cards featuring dogs in the most unlikely yoga poses.
These pups are playful, sweet, funny, serious and silly. They
may inspire you to sit, stretch and roll over. (Be assured that
no animals were harmed in the creation of this lighthearted
collection.) Each dog delivers a message of inspiration.
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We have created this set to delight, inspire and make you
smile. It features a 96-page booklet, which explains the yoga
poses and their benefits, along with instructions on how to
practice the pose if you are not a dog, and offers an enlightening message too.
Yoga Dogs Cards are for everyone: dog lovers, yoga lovers,
and those who seek inspiration in the most down-to-earth
places.
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HOW TO USE THE YOGA DOGS CARDS
The cards can be used in a variety of ways. The easiest way
to use the cards is to simply shuffle them face down and
draw a card each day to inspire your spirit with its image
and message.
If you are interested in incorporating more yoga into your
life and routine, you might choose the cards (or dogs) in
poses that appeal to you or prompt you to try something
new. Simply follow the directions given in this booklet for
more detail on how to practice the pose and derive the
benefits. Be advised, some of the poses featured are for
advanced dogini’s so always practice safely and within your
ability range.
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You might also use the cards in a more intuitive way by
asking the question “What do I need to know at this time?”
as you shuffle. Then choose a card, noting the image,
affirmation statement and the message included in the
booklet. See if the guidance informs or gives clarity to your
original question.
Any way you choose to enjoy these cards is absolutely
perfect. Yoga Dogs are meant to create smiles.
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THE CARDS

ADDIE

Balancing Half Moon Pose

Embrace change, take flight and
awaken your inner light.

Addie is a fluffy Sheepadoodle who flows easily into
Balancing Half Moon Pose. This pose can be a leap of faith
for beginners. It strengthens the abdomen, ankles, thighs,
buttocks and spine. It also stretches hamstrings and calves,
shoulders, chest and spine. Practicing Balancing Half Moon
Pose improves coordination and sense of balance. Using this
pose can assist in opening yourself up to change in body
and mind.

SAMPLE

Practice: Facing forward, bend the right leg into a lunge
position. Lift up onto your right leg and let the left leg lift
up parallel to the floor. Place your right hand on a block or
the mat directly under your shoulder. Turn hips to face the
left. Lift your left arm straight up to the sky. Hold for 3 to 5
breaths. Practice again on other side.

Message: Change is inevitable and wants to be embraced
now. Taking a chance and trying something new is a perfect
way to invite change to flow in. Examine your beliefs and see
where you may be resisting movement in your life. Balancing
Half Moon Pose gives you the opportunity to release hesitation and awaken your inner light. You may even soar toward
the moonlight, just like Addie.
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ANIKA

Balancing Toe Stand

Focus on the positive and feel yourself
coming into perfect balance.

Anika is an Chow mix, who uses her focus and agility to
master Balancing Toe Stand. This pose strengthens the hips,
feet, legs and core. It also requires balance and focus. It’s
a wonderful pose to challenge the body and our ability to
stay focused. It allows for activation of the core muscles and
builds stamina.

SAMPLE

Practice: From standing, bend your right knee and bring
the outside of your left ankle on top of your right thigh. Flex
your left foot. Find your balance and actively press your left
knee toward the floor for a deep hip stretch. Press the palms
together toward the heart center. Lower your hips back and
down a bit, feeling the stretch in the outer right hip even
more. Hold for 10 breaths, then exhale to release and inhale
back to the pose before switching sides.

Message: Sometimes, all we need to do is turn the glass
over and see it as half full rather than half empty. Now is the
perfect time to turn your focus to all of the positive things
happening in your life. Allow that awareness to fill you with a
greater sense of possibility. Finding our balance is often the
perfect blend of focus and surrender. Use the balancing poses
to focus your awareness and find your own perfect balance.
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ARIES

Wide Angle Forward Fold

Let go and open to your inner
wisdom and playfulness.

Aries is a yellow Australian Shepherd who practices Wide
Angle Forward Fold with great enthusiasm. This playful pup
likes to let his tongue wag in this pose.
For people, this pose lengthens hamstrings and stretches
inner thighs and lower back. It also assists in calming the
nervous system and can help to relieve sciatica pain. Forward
folds help to calm and cool the body.

SAMPLE

Practice: Begin seated with legs open to the sides. Roll the
inner thighs inward so you can sit more on the sitting bones.
Sit tall and lengthen the spine. Walk hands out and relax
body between the legs.
Message: Release all that you have been holding on to and
embrace your own innate wisdom and sense of play. When
you can let go and move into greater playfulness, you will
have the amazing ability to see all of the possibilities that
are opening to you. Practicing Wide Angle Forward Fold can
help you to become aware of the space inside yourself that is
both wise and whimsical.
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For our complete line of tarot decks, books,
meditation cards, oracle sets, and other
inspirational products please visit our website:
www.usgamesinc.com
Follow us on
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